
 
 

 

Recent Increase in Dry Bulk Spot Cargo Volume 

 

Last week’s large declines in capesize and panamax rates exceeded          

most expectations, but more positive at least is that overall spot cargo 

volume increased by a large amount.  102 cargoes were reported in               

the spot market last week, which is 37 more than the previous week.          

Last week’s spot cargo volume marked the largest amount seen since          

the Week Ending June 12th.  If a similar volume of spot cargoes         

continue to surface then rates throughout the market are likely to return  

to finding sustained support again soon.   

 

We remain most bullish for the capesize market for the remainder of           

the year and remain particularly encouraged by both the Chinese steel 

market and Vale’s expectations.  Chinese steel prices have continued            

to set new highs for this year, steel output in China has returned to an         

all-time record high, and Vale continues to guide that it will produce          

310 to 330 million tons of iron ore this year.  Vale producing even                  

20 million tons less iron ore than the low-end of its guidance would            

still work out production in the second half of the year production 

exceeding first half production by 35.6 million tons (28%).  By all 

accounts, Vale is likely to significantly increase its production during         

the final five months of this year and China is likely to maintain strong 

demand for imported iron ore.  We expect capesize rates will          

experience strong support as a result.  As we have been stressing in our 

work, capesize rates have not been set to simply rise on a daily basis.  

Volatility is normal in this market, and we continue to believe that 

capesize rates will enjoy many weeks of significant support during the 

remainder of this year. 
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Commodore Research & Consultancy is a full-service consultancy that publishes weekly reports 
and provides analysis on the dry bulk market and China.  Analysis in this commentary should 
not be considered investment recommendations.  Careful attention is made to ensure that all 
data and information used is accurate.  Commodore Research & Consultancy will not be held 
accountable for any direct or indirect errors.  This commentary is prepared for informational 
purposes.  Commodore Research & Consulting is not affiliated with Breakwave Advisors LLC, 
ETF Managers Group LLC or ETFMG Financial LLC (the "non-affiliated companies"). The non-
affiliated companies assume no liability as regards to any investment, divestment or retention 
decision taken by any investor on the basis of this commentary. In no event will the non-
affiliated companies be liable for direct, indirect or incidental, special or consequential damages 
resulting from the information in this commentary. Commodore Research & Consultancy 
receives a fee for the preparation of this commentary. 
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